Practise the following expressions. Make up a dialogue.

_________ y/n q  _________ nod
IX-you WANT PLAY  IX-me NEED HUG

_________ y/n q  _________ nod
IX-you NEED SLEEP  IX-me NEED LEARN

_________ y/n q  _________ nod
IX-you WANT PLAY  IX-me WANT PLAY
        _________ nod
IX-me WANT WIN
        _________ nod
IX-me WANT GO
        _________ nod
IX-me WANT LEARN

_________ y/n q  _________ nod
IX-you HAPPY IX-you  IX-me HAPPY IX-me
        _________ nod
IX-me TIRED IX-me
        _________ nod
IX-me SAD IX-me
        _________ nod
IX-me EXCITED IX-me
        _________ nod
IX-me BORED IX-me
        _________ nod
IX-me CONFUSED IX-me
        t
IX-me SAD, WORRY+++  
        _________ t
HOMEWORK IX-it CL: pile-up

_________ y/n q  _________ nod
IX-you WANT DRINK  IX-me THIRSTY IX-me